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Abstract

American international relations with Russia until recently were governed by the Obama 
administration’s “reset policy.” Its goal was to work with the Kremlin to construct a harmonious 
global order based on democracy, free enterprise and universal human rights. This objective 
wasn’t realized. The policy instead led to contentious engagement, and has been “paused.” 
The failure was caused by both sides’ overzealous double gaming, and raises the prospect of 
renewed cold war. The danger can be averted on a second best basis by both camps committing 
themselves to the principles of “coexistence,” and mutual self-restraint.
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Vladimir Putin has steadfastly refused to comply with Washington’s and Brussels’s reset 
script.1 He hasn’t been enticed by American democratic free enterprise, or EU social democratic 
rhetoric, and he refuses to be swept away by a “Moscow Spring.”2 Moreover, Putin can barely 
hide his contempt for western hypocrisy.3 In the hallowed Soviet tradition, he sees the west as a 
fading power.4 America’s and the EU’s performance since 2008 has reinforced this belief. 

The Obama administration, after five years of denial has begun to recognize that something 
is amiss in its American-Russian partnership campaign. Stung by its inability to prevent Putin 
from granting Edward Snowden asylum,5 Washington has recently decided to “pause and 
reassess,” 6  a chill subsequently deepened by Russia’s  stout support for Syria during America’s 
confrontation with Bashar al-Assad over his alleged use of chemical weapons against civilians. 
There is some speculation that Obama will relent and revert to his reset strategy to enlist Putin’s 
good offices in implementing Assad’s destruction of his chemical weapons arsenal,7 but American 
policymakers still appear disinclined to consider anything besides a pause or a revived reset 
because they are reluctant to commit themselves to cold war alternatives:  durable “coexistence” 
or containment.8 They remain confident that the west’s economic woes are transitory, continue 
to believe that Russia will return to its common European home,9  and are acting as if giving the 
Kremlin the cold shoulder is sufficient to push the process forward.     

Are they right?
This paper contends that western “reset” advocates have mischaracterized the causation 

driving east-west relations, and disregarded the counterproductive effects of their engagement 
policies. American and European Union policymakers portray the reset as a sunshine campaign 
intended to help the Kremlin appreciate and voluntarily embrace democratic free enterprise or 
social democracy. 10  They assert that it is in Moscow’s interest to clone itself after the west; 
insist that any pressure exerted in the process is for Russia’s own good and express confidence 
that Federation leaders’ will eventually agree. The rub however is that the Kremlin has a very 
different perception of its interests and rejects the west’s claim that the west is a Good Samaritan. 
Moscow believes that the west’s “values” campaign is intended to facilitate American and 
European Union “velvet imperialism,”11 prompting it to redouble efforts to protect Russia’s 
“rightful” spheres of influence (including Syria).12  Leaders on both sides frame their assessments 
in terms of national interests, but are primarily concerned with their own wellbeing.   
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This suggests that resuscitating the reset with its velvet imperialist hidden agenda will 
prove counterproductive. A better alternative is needed that realistically takes account of motives 
and irreconcilable differences on both sides. A policy of self-restrained “cold peace” or durable 
“coexistence” that avoids feckless conflict and places all relations on a strictly business basis 
might fill the bill.

1. East-West Divide

The irreconcilable differences that divide Russia and the west today are more ideocratic 
(alien world views) than institutional (market versus planning).13 They are based on deeply 
embedded informal concepts of the best form of rule rather than the comparative merit of markets 
and plans. Russia is wedded to Muscovite authoritarianism,14 whereas the west relies on 
privileged stakeholder governance masquerading as “true democracy” (the will of the people, 
subject to constitutional minority rights guarantees).15 This makes America and Russia inherent 
rivals committed to maintaining and expanding their domains, rather than acting as strategic 
partners for enlightenment, peace and prosperity. Both parties find it expedient to idealize their 
own motives and hold out hope for converting their foes, rather than devising less provocative 
and combustible forms of “cold peace.”  The smoke screen is effective for insiders, but not for 
restraining needless international strife, and can be easily dispelled by considering the 
fundamentals.16

2. The West
         
The contemporary west operates under the fiction that individuals and governments 

democratically partner to maximize the people’s notion of social welfare.17 Elected officials 
it is claimed are merely the people’s agents, operating selflessly in the national interest. They 
impartially listen to their constituencies’ pleas, but act scrupulously for the general good.18

Reality however is grittier. Western domestic and international relations are detached from 
the democratic free enterprise and social democratic ideals.19 Privileged stakeholders, particularly 
big business and big social advocacy rule the roost in collusion with elected officials pressing 
their special interests at the nation’s expense. Foreign policy strategy under these conditions 
becomes the blanket promotion of influential stakeholder agendas and refereeing rivalries among 
them, instead of cost-efficiently maximizing national welfare.

3. Russia Unique, Not Universal

Russian insider rule is similar, but its authoritarian leader (vozhd) is less beholden to 
stakeholders.  The distinction is critical. First and foremost, in Russia both the government and 
the private sector serve the authoritarian vozhd, not the people (demos). Second, the vozhd is 
primarily concerned with great national power, military might and strategic opportunism in the 
Muscovite tradition.20 Third, the vozhd is far more powerful than western presidents, which 
explains why Putin is capable of operating with a narrower base of stakeholder support.  Fourth, 
the vozhd relies primarily on rent-granting (revocable gifts of assets and usufruct essential for 
sustaining the rule of men) in building political support and promoting economic production 
rather than on graft,21 state micro and macroeconomic regulation (rule of diverse privileged 
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stakeholders) or market competition which are the tools used in the west.22 Rent-grants of 
assets and usufruct are always revocable regardless of the constitution and law, making the 
leader the de facto freehold owner of the realm. Fifth, the secret police [Federal’naya sluzhba 
bezopasnosti Rossiyskoy Federatsii (FSB)] is the ultimate political enforcement mechanism. It 
is more powerful than the legislature, bureaucracy and the military in imposing the vozhd’s will. 
Sixth, there is no durable “rule of law” both in business and politics.23 Seventh, Russian vozhds 
rely more on satisficing than optimizing in pursuing their goals. They don’t try to find optimal 
solutions to all problems.24 

Kremlin rulers don’t try to construct complete utilitarian objective functions essential for 
Arrow democratic and Paretian market efficiency.25 Instead, they perpetually maneuver and 
gather power like masters of “positional chess,” so that they can pounce when opportunity 
knocks. Chasing the rainbow of perfect totalitarian planning and control or perfect market 
efficiency from the Moscow’s perspective is the enemy of the good, even though this was denied 
in the Soviet era.26 Western leaders also satisfice, but pay more serious attention to Enlightenment 
and social democratic ideals.       

Eighth, Russian vozhds and their supporters abroad tenaciously reject the claim that 
Muscovite authoritarianism is despotic, insisting that everything is done for the sake of the 
people and the nation. Authoritarianism in their view is superior to democracy. Stalin we are told 
killed no one unjustly, and should be beatified.27

These distinctive traits which epitomized Russian regimes from Ivan the Great to 
the Red emperor Stalin and now the “sovereign democratic” (suveryennaya demokratiya)  
president Vladimir Putin,28 constitute Russia’s Muscovite  “ideocracy.”29 They make Russia 
“unique,” not universal (a society based on principles that everyone considers desirable), and 
set it irreconcilably apart from the west’s concept of just governance and broad stakeholder 
participation.30

4. Russian Ideocracy

Muscovite Russia has a clear ideocratic mission: the preservation and expansion of 
authoritarian national power, flexibly achieved with rent-granting and guided by strategic 
opportunism.31 The Russian idea is seldom expressed this bluntly, and has been nobly glossed 
in various ways since Ivan the Great, but the essentials are firmly grasped by rulers, servitors 
and the narod, even if they elude most observers in the west. Russia’s ideocracy is the antithesis 
of Platonic, Aristotelian and humanist governance based on rational order, virtue and justice, 
and is less scrupulous than corrupt western practice too. It is fundamentally anti-democratic, 
anti-competitive, anti-egalitarian, anti-humanistic and predatory;32 rhetoric to the contrary 
notwithstanding.

Russian politics, economics and civil society deviate from contemporary western 
norms because of its ideocracy. They are impervious to piecemeal reform, although limited 
efficiency gains are always possible. The Kremlin is an indefatigable tinkerer and has often 
changed mundane institutional specifics, policy preferences and outward appearances, without 
transforming the system.33  Muscovite ideocracy has kept and will continue to keep Russia firmly 
outside its purported common European home; a rift that cannot be bridged unless one or both 
sides change in a fundamental fashion.
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5. Coexistence

Resetters, of course, expect Russia to change. Their globalist vision cannot abide Muscovy. 
Perhaps, they will prevail. But historical precedent suggests that durable coexistence is the 
more likely option. The Soviet Union and the west saw themselves in an epochal struggle for 
supremacy 1917-56 (a clash of civilizations), until Nikita Khrushchev threw in the towel at 
the 20th Communist Party Congress and the west consoled itself with extolling the virtues of 
democratic free enterprise in lieu of more provocative measures because it couldn’t badger or 
bribe the Kremlin into voluntarily jettisoning communism. 

The question today isn’t whether coexistence is an acceptable second best, but whether both 
parties in an era of “cold peace” can discipline themselves sufficiently to avoid relapsing into 
cold war.

6. Clash of Ideocracies

How are Russia and its erstwhile “strategic western partners” likely to fare this time around 
in an epoch of “cold peace?”34 Much depends on how ideocracies shape their policies and allow 
leaders to disregard uncongenial realities.35 Russia can be counted on to remain a rent-granting 
authoritarian power with a formidable military, comparatively low per capita consumption and 
repressed political and civil rights.36 Although its rent-granting economic mechanism is inferior, 
the Russian Federation is no longer destined to be an “impoverished superpower” because it 
has privatized a substantial portion of the civilian sector (with significant freehold ownership), 
and decriminalized markets.37 No one today claims that Russia’s mounting defense burden will 
impoverish the nation as Henry Rowen, Charles Wolf and Anders Aslund did just before the 
USSR self-destructed because the Kremlin’s post-Yeltsin “liberalized” autocracy is manifestly 
superior from the consumer’s perspective to the Soviet model of the early 1980s, even though 
the IMF has suddenly become bearish in the wake of Obama’s pause. Politically motivated 
assessments aside,38 Russia is apt to remain under-efficient in the same way that it was under 
“liberalizing” tsars from Catherine the Great to Nicholas II.39 

This assessment may be overdrawn. There is a chance that Russia’s economy could implode 
due to insider corruption as it did during the early 1990s, but there also is room in Muscovy for 
living standards to improve while political and civil liberties are repressed, as Dong Xiaoping’s 
successes in the post-Mao era testify. 

The west’s situation is similarly precarious. Its egalitarian, “worthy stakeholder” ideocracy 
condemns it to mounting microeconomic sclerosis, macroeconomic imbalance (stagnation, slow 
growth, and high unemployment) and financial crises,40 including the possibility of a black swan 
debacle,41 while compelling leaders to aggressively press parochial agendas abroad. The EU’s 
growth rate has been converging asymptotically to zero since 1975 despite “liberalization” and 
supranationalization with no trend reversal in sight, and the American economy has been anemic 
since 2008. Likewise, the west’s military capabilities (particularly the EU’s) have deteriorated 
at the same time it has relentlessly badgered others to embrace social democratic values 
(globalization).42 The package amounts to a policy of speaking self-righteously and carrying a 
shrinking stick. It is antagonistic and certain to accomplish little beyond indulging select insider 
stakeholders, and fostering avoidable hostilities under the veil of strategic partnership. 
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7. Velvet Empires: Traditional and Supranational

The salad days of imperialism are dim memories in both the west and Russia. The defeat 
of the axis powers in World War II; postwar British, French, Dutch,  Belgian, Portuguese and 
American decolonialization, together with Europe’s pursuit of supranationality put an end to 
the open quest for empire in the traditional guises of annexation, colonization, tributaries and 
protectorates.43 The Soviet Union initially bucked the trend, expanding its territorial reach in a 
secret protocol to the Molotov-Ribbentrop non-aggression Pact (23 August 1939),44 and postwar 
occupations of Bulgaria, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and East Germany. Later it 
extended its reach to Vietnam, Cuba and other contested areas of the third world.45 

This expansionary thrust however died with the Soviet Union. The Kremlin relinquished 
direct control of 14 republics (approximately 50 percent of the Soviet population),46 hegemony 
over Eastern and Central Europe and sphere of influence claims over the Balkans. It continues 
to assert special interests in all these former dependencies including Transnistria, as well as the 
Artic, but re-federation in various guises appears to be off the radar screen.47 

The new reality for both Russia and the west is “velvet” empire. Neither side openly 
seeks colonies, tributaries and protectorates, or voices irredentist claims. However they have 
strong senses of turf, and aren’t shy about establishing, preserving and contesting spheres of 
influence. The west wants those under its thrall to be social democrats (and supranationalists), or 
advocates of democratic free enterprise, and to share a common view of stakeholder rights and 
privileges (“superior values”). This includes the protection of western property rights, foreign 
market access, politarchic privilege,48 “big social advocacy”, a preference for denuclearization 
and downsized militaries, as well as aspirations for one world government on its own terms. 
Russia likewise wants those in its orbit to adopt the Kremlin’s agenda, preferring autocracy to 
democracy, the rule of men to the rule of stakeholders, and large full spectrum militaries.49   

The west at the current juncture despite diminishing military capabilities is much 
more aggressive in pursuing its velvet empire under the banners of democracy, partnership, 
globalization, development, human rights, and free trade than Russia. The diverse appeal of 
American and European ideals has enabled the west to spread its tentacles broadly in the post-
communist age. It has fostered “globalization,”  “regime change,” and military intervention in the 
Balkans, Middle East, North Africa, and Afghanistan.

Muscovite values stripped of their communist overlay however have limited appeal, 
constraining Russia’s expansionist possibilities. It has many expedient allies, but few admirers. 

These fundamentals make the west’s military posture primarily offensive, and Russia’s 
defensive. The west no longer fears a surprise continental attack from Putin’s tank armies, or 
even direct military engagement with Russia in contested theaters like Syria. This is why it 
is prepared to accept substantial “balanced reductions” in nuclear forces and restrict its large 
scale land war fighting capabilities. The Kremlin doesn’t dispute the west’s offensive strategic 
assessment, but considers America and the European Union to be formidable threats to its velvet 
empire. Moscow believes that America encroached on its spheres of influence in Serbia, Iraq, 
Libya, Central Asia, the Ukraine, the Czech Republic and Poland, and is openly fomenting 
regime change in Russia, Georgia and the Caucuses.50 The west in its view is responsible for 
the “cold peace” verging toward cold war behind the mask of strategic partnership,51 despite 
conciliatory gestures like Russia’s inclusion in various global fora and admission to the World 
Trade Organization.
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8. Strategic Intransigence

Russia and the west are unlikely to blink anytime soon regardless of resets, reboots, pauses, 
chills and reassessments because the leadership on both sides is driven by incompatible self-
interests. The west will continue playing to selected stakeholders by intimidating, cajoling and 
carrying a shrinking stick, while Russia succumbs to structural remilitarization due to its failed 
democratization,52 even though the games are wasteful and dangerous for the peoples on both 
sides.  The right policy from a “true” democratic perspective requires foreign policymakers 
to adhere to the people’s wishes by never undertaking missions and programs where costs 
exceed expected utilitarian benefits as informed majorities perceive them.53 The west under this 
standard should never adopt foreign policies that advance special interests (Wall Street, gay 
rights activists, etc.) at the expense of the democratic majority, and the Kremlin should always 
put the narod’s wellbeing ahead of its Muscovite priorities. If this standard were adopted both 
sides would be less confrontational and superfluous defense spending would decline. Neither 
side would be compelled to capitulate to the other, but both would be less testy. Winning from 
this perspective entails going beyond combative cold peace to conflict averting cold peace by 
accepting durable coexistence and the promotion of strategic stability as opposed to pressing 
destabilizing special interest agendas under the pretext of enlightening adversaries.

This means that the principal obstacle to better Russia-west relations is special interest 
agendas (privileged stakeholders in the west; Muscovite rule in the east) rather than the 
unwillingness of majorities on both sides to constructively coexist. There are other factors to be 
considered like China, but they don’t negate this essential. The deep failure in strategic thinking 
in Washington, Brussels, and Moscow is attributable to anti- “true” democratic hidden agendas 
more than to flawed threat assessments or strategic analytic incompetence.54 This is a message 
no political establishment wants to hear, but cannot be disregarded by those seriously concerned 
about efficiency and human welfare. Accepting durable coexistence doesn’t require the west to 
desist in proselytizing free enterprise and social democratic values. It only needs to prioritize 
forbearance and self-restraint in the greater interest of peace and prosperity.55 
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